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ABSTRACT 

Generally, most of the problems of recognition are due to the classification of the feature vectors, or to the mismatch 

between learning conditions and test, so to improve the robustness of the existing recognition systems, it is 

necessary to efficient extraction, to reduce these differences between the reference corpus (learning) and test, and 

finally achieve a reliable and valid comparison. 

In fact, the task at first is devoted to study and present the different classifications algorithms (classifiers) and fly on 

the theoretical basis of algorithms recognition, which allows us to address the principle of operation of systems 

recognition in their totality. 

And in a second step, we compared the different classification algorithms to identify the advantages and 

disadvantages of such algorithms, and assess the level and performance of the system already made, to directly filter 

and keep only the positive side of each method. 

In the end, an analysis and comparison of the results were made along this work, which has led us to propose a 

hybrid classifier, and provides us a significant increase in the rate of speech recognition performing a biometric 

authentication tool powerful enough as possible. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The speech recognition is based in most current systems [1] [2] on the probability or connectionist approaches, these 

systems are generally composed of three main phases, the first is devoted to the preparation and setting the signal 

word, the second is for the extraction [11] acoustic vectors, while the latter is to the classification of acoustic 

fingerprints already extracted. So the treatment and resolution of problems of speech recognition return to address 

and resolve the problems identified in these three levels. 

 

Our goal here was based on the third phase has as goal to explore classification techniques to obtain sufficient 

performance, and use when comparing these corpus robust methods, effective and comprehensive, which resist to 

noise, variability of speakers, and compatible with the properties of sound. 

 

Indeed, this work consisted of a comparative study and selective existing classification algorithms as: DTW [3] [4], 

HMM [6] [7] GMM [13] [14], SVM [8] [9] ANN [15] [16] hybridizations already created [18] [26], and see their 

strength, their consideration of characteristics of the speech signal, so their resistance to noisy risk degrading the 

quality recognition, then attach to the functioning of the strategies planned hybridizations. 

  

In late correct and fill some gaps identified in the classification process, we arrive at a classification techniques of 

mixing [8], [11] as a hybridization [17] meets the maximum of comparison criteria corpus [2 ] test and reference, 

this contribution allows to slightly raise the rate of recognition of Arabic numerals [2] [10]. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Comparison of existing classifiers: 

These classifiers are different from, each other according to aspects of the speech signal taken into consideration, 

there are those which take the temporal aspect, the other account the linear aspect, other is based on the probabilistic 

aspect, the following table (Table 1) organize its various aspects in relation to the famous classifiers selected. 
 

Table 1. Classification of different classifiers according to the most used criteria 

           CRITERION 

 

CLASSIFIER 

TOMPO- 

RAL 

DYNA- 

MIC 

LINEAR STATIS- 

TIC & 

DETER- 

MINIST 

CONNEX- 

IONNISTE 

 

DISCRIMI- 

NATIVE 

 

DEPEN- 

DENT 

OF TEXT 

LTW        

DTW        

HMM        

GMM        

SVM        

ANN        

 

B. Hybridizations already realized: (some solutions) 

As solutions to some problems of recognition, numerous articles [25] recently addressed the robust recognition 

problems in terms of transverse, made use of several hybridizations and combinations are cited in this case: 

 DTW-LDA: Introduction of the time factor in the DTW procedure via the LDA approach. 

 HMM-DTW [18]: Introduction of dynamic aspect in HMM. 

 HMM-GMM [19]: Combination is very popular for its ease of implementation and easy of interpretation. 

 HMM-ANN [23]: ANN were used to estimate the emission probabilities of the HMM, done in the case of 

texts independent system, and when there is too much noise. 

 HMM-SVM [20] [22] 

 LVQ-GMM [21] 

 GMM-SVM [22] 

 SVM-ANN [24] 

 HMM-SVM-CRA [25] 

 SVM-HMM-ANN [26] 

 HMM-ANN-TDNN [18] 

 HMM-GMM-ANN [18] [27] 

  ... 

These hybridizations are not exhaustive; they are others, but more specific to determined cases and less important. 
 

C. Problems and limitations of current systems: 

It is difficult to compare the results of these hybridizations since the databases, the extractors used, the assessment 

criteria vary considerably from one article to another, as the characteristics of the speech signals used, methods 

filtering and segmentation are also specified.  
 

Advanced and recent research [25][26] in speech recognition, have open and sensitive issues concerning the  

problems that still remains unsolved currently. So the problem of speech recognition can be formulated in the 

question: How to classify more the representative units of the speech signal? 
 

D. Working environment: 

1) Test basis: 

The Table 2 brings together all the parameters; and their associated values, to establish the basic references 

containing Arabic numbers (0 to 9). The record of corpus is done with precaution, and for one Moroccan speaker.  
 

Table 2. Acoustic properties of the corpus recording. 

PARAMETER VALUE 

Format Mono, (.wav) 

Sampling 8 Khz  

Codage 16 Bits 

Frames number 50 

Recording time  5 secondes/digit 

Windowing Hamming 
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Corpus 10 Arabic numerals 

2) Factor of rating: 

So to compare the different extraction methods tested on prepared samples, and to evaluate the obtained empirical 

results, and determine [26] the threshold of recognition; it’s based on factor RPF (Recognition Performance Factor), 

whose trust is the inverse of that given by distance, as of this factor is high there will be a good recognition and vice 

versa. 

RPF = (Number of recognized trials /Number of total trials) ∗ 100 

3) Choice of extractor MFCC: 

The choice of MFCC [5][19] as extractor for different classifiers to be used, is not arbitrary, it is justified by the fact 

that MFCC has considerable results in ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition), and this extractor is characterized by: 

 Frequency Aspect,  

 Spectral Analysis, 

 No linear Aspect, 

 Human auditory aspect: proper and better representation of the speech signal, 

 Noise: resists better and more robust to noise, 

 Signal Capture: better support limitations related to the problem of the capture of the signal. 
 

E. Approach and proposed solution: 

1) New hybridization approach: 

New techniques [18] [19] appeared to increase the robustness of the recognition systems [26] [27]: their common 

feature is the use of multiple classifiers that are recombined [18] to take a final decision. 
 

The essential points in these approaches relate to the optimization of the scores obtained from each classifier and the 

choice of efficient recombination strategies. 

The solution proposed as a new approach is the following hybridization: 

DTW-HMM-ANN 

2) Why this hybridization? 

She gathers the advantages of three classifiers: 

 DTW: Dynamic aspect, 

 HMM: Statistical and Linear aspect, 

 ANN: Connexionniste and no linear aspect. 
 

3) Strategy for the chosen hybridization: 

During this present manuscript, we became interested in hybridizations multi classifiers, proposing working 

classifiers in parallel [17] or in serial: 

 In parallel: we merged (hybridized) HMM with DTW: DTW is used to calculate the HMM closest distance, 

 In serial: we combined HMM with ANN: HMM applied to the output of ANN. 
 

 
Hybridization model (Multi classifiers Approach). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1) Recognition of Arabic numerals by different methods: 

The results of the Arabic recognition digits {0, 1, 2,..., 9}, by the proposed hybridization (new approach), are 

collected in the following table: 
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Table 3. Résultats des tests de différentes méthodes de classification. 

CLASSIFIER DTW HMM ANN HYBRIDIZATION 

DIGITS FPR (%) FPR (%) FPR (%) FPR (%) 

0 (Siffr) 80 90 70 80 

1 (wahed) 70 80 40 90 

2 (Ithnan) 50 60 50 70 

3 (thalatha) 40 50 40 60 

4 (Arbaa) 70 70 50 70 

5 (Khamsa) 60 60 60 70 

6 (Sitta)  80 95 70 90 

7 (Sabaa) 40 60 30 60 

8 (Thamania) 70 80 50 80 

9 (Tisaa) 30 50 30 100 

Average of scores 59 69,5 49 77 

 

2) Graphic illustration of test results: 

Figure that comes shows the graphic result of Table 3, comparing RPF report of the proposed hybridization, to those 

old methods, for the Arabic digits recognition. 

 

 
Comparison reports (RPF) of recognizing numbers {0-9}. 

DISCUSSION 
 Recognition by HMM is better than ANN or by DTW. 

 The rate (average of scores) of recognition by the new hybridization is increased by 7.5 %. 
 

CONCLUSION 
In this manuscript, we became interested in the foundations of the theory of classification of acoustic vectors, and 

we saw what the theoretical foundations of the various used algorithms. 

After, we had to compare these various methods of classification according to the applied aspects taken into account,  

and then flew on different hybridized systems already made over the last decade, by comparing the results of 

multiple searches and work in several laboratories using well defined contexts. Indeed, these hybridizing work on 

some methods have presented better and more efficient results. 

This has enables us to offer and to chart a way out approach to hybridization of already existing methods, to increase 

the level of the comparison and to raise the quality of recognition. 

With the completed hybridization, results are significant and encouraging, and as future work we can devise other 

combinations of extractors work and other hybridizations classifiers. 
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